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News From AICO
by Mark Maestrone, AICO 1st Vice President

22nd World Olympic Collectors Fair
and AICO General Assembly

Gothenburg, Sweden
13-15 May 2016

Reservations are now being taken for tables at
the upcoming World Olympic Collectors Fair
organized by the Gothenburg Sports Museum. The
cost is a very reasonable €35 (about US$38) for one
table with discounts for multiple tables. Last day to
reserve and make payment is 25 March 2016, so
don’t delay! This and more information is available
on their website: www.gothenburg2016.com.

The website also has accommodation informa-
tion at the nearby Kviberg Park Hotel, as well as at
Kviberg Hostel & Cottages. Special show rates apply.
Tours of the Gothenburg Sports Museum and the
city of Gothenburg have been
arranged along with evening events.

In conjunction with the Olympic
Fair, AICO will hold its biennial
General Assembly on Saturday, 14
May. Elections will take place for
three positions on the Executive
Board. The Assembly will also con-
duct discussions on other important
issues related to Olympic collecting.

All member associations of
AICO are invited to send representatives to the
General Assembly. Information on election proce-
dures and adding items to the agenda has already
been sent to each association. For those associa-
tions who are not able to send a representative,
voting by email will be an option.

Licensing of Olympic Stamps

AICO has received the following advice from the
IOC regarding the licensing of Olympic stamps:

The IOC has recently announced major changes
to its policy on licensing the use of Olympic proper-
ties on postage stamps and philatelic products. To
apply from the Olympic Games Rio 2016.

In the past, the postal administration of the host
nation would enter a license to use Olympic
properties e.g. the Games logo, mascots, name of
the Games etc with the Organising Committee for
the particular edition of the Games. This will not

change. The OCOG will still be the organisation to
license the host nation postal administration to issue
Olympic stamps. These stamps will commemorate
the specific edition of the Games.

However, there is a significant change for
participating nations. In the past, postal administra-
tions of nations which were participating in the
Olympic Games had to obtain a license from the
IOC to issue Olympic stamps, i.e. to use Olympic
symbols and words on postage stamps and phila-
telic products. The stamps could commemorate the
specific edition of the Games, e.g. use the Games
logo, but could not use the clear Olympic Rings.

As from the Rio 2016 Games, participating
nations which wish to issue Olympic stamps must
seek a license from their National Olympic Commit-
tee (NOC), not from the IOC. Licenses will only be

issued for stamps which celebrate
the participation of the national
team in the Games, not the edition
of the Games themselves. 

The Olympic property which is
available for license is the logo of
the local NOC and the word mark of
the particular edition of the Games
e.g “Rio 2016”. Olympic property
relating specifically to the Games
e.g. the Games logo, Mascots,

pictograms etc will not be available for use on the
stamps of participating nations.

Stamps which are issued under license from the
OCOG or the NOC are authorised, official, Olympic
stamps. Stamps which use any Olympic properties
but are issued without a license from the OCOG or
an NOC are unauthorised, unofficial, stamps which
have used Olympic properties without approval.

This is a positive step.
For the benefit of U.S. Olympic stamp collectors,

these new procedures should create an atmosphere
conducive to restoring an Olympic stamp program
in the U.S. Our last Olympic stamps were issued six
years ago for the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Winter
Games.

From an international perspective, these
directives clearly spell out what is and is not consid-
ered an “official” Olympic stamp, thereby helping
guide collectors in making an informed collecting
decision. È


